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Abstract. This paper presents a contextualised model for trust, built
upon the existing trust mechanisms, as opposed to the traditional rigid
models. The contextualised model is based on the view that there is
no one trust mechanism suitable for all scenarios. What might be suit-
able for one scenario could be inappropriate for another. We then bring
this model to a practical level by showing how agents, at run-time, may
specify and verify these dynamic models of trust.

1 Introduction

Despite the extensive research, trust remains a fundamental challenge for dis-
tributed open systems, such as multiagent systems (mas). For instance, until
now, there has been no consensus yet on what exactly trust is. This is due to
the fact that trust may be addressed at different levels. On the low system level,
trust may be associated with network security, such as authentication, content
privacy, etc. On higher levels, the focus is on trusting entities (human users, soft-
ware agents, etc.) to perform actions as requested, provide correct information,
etc.

The problem, we believe, is neither in the broad spectrum of these trust
issues, nor in the diversity of methods addressing them. The problem, as we view
it, lies in the disability of deciding at run-time which issues should be currently
address and how to address them. We argue that different environments and
different scenarios require different strategies for dealing with trust. We then
leave it to the agent to decide which strategy is most suitable for the current
interaction with the given set of collaborating agents. For example, while it
may be preferred to distrust new entrants (with no reputation) to the system
under critical circumstances, it may be favoured to trust anyone with no explicit
negative reputation under other (less-critical) circumstances.

The agent’s reasoning layer that selects the best strategy for a given scenario
is outside the scope of this paper. Our work concentrates on providing this layer
with the formal methods for specifying and verifying these strategies, which
in effect aids its decision process. This paper mainly focuses on the proposed
contextualised trust model. It starts with a brief introduction to mas models
in Section 2, followed by a presentation of the contextualised trust model in
Section 3. A brief overview of the specification and verification processes are
then presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.



2 Multiagent System Models
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Fig. 1. mas model

We view mas systems
as a collection of au-
tonomous agents engaged
in various interactions.
Figure 1 provides such
an example. In such dy-
namic systems, agents
may join or leave at any-
time. Moreover, the agents’ beliefs, desires, goals, and plans are continuously
changing. We believe that in such open and distributed systems the interaction
groups should be created dynamically and automatically by the agents. There-
fore, there should be no higher layer for coordination and control, including trust
control. As a result, we split the mas model into these two layers: the interaction
layer and the agents’ layer.

The interaction model simply states how the interaction may be carried out.
Figure 2 provides a sample interaction model for an auction scenario. The inter-
action model is independent of the agents engaged in it. Any constraints imposed
by any of the involved agents is then modelled on the local deontic level. These
are usually the agents’ permissions, prohibitions, and obligations. In this paper,
we focus on the agent’s trust constraints. Figure 3 provides a sample of trust
constraints imposed by agents on the given auction scenario.

s2 s3 s4s0 s1

The interaction starts at state s0, with the auctioneer sending invites to bidders. After all invites
are sent, the interaction moves to state s1 and the auctioneer then starts collecting bids. After all
bids are collected, interaction moves to state s2 and the auctioneer sends a message to the winning
bidder informing it of the price won at, moving the interaction to state s3. Finally, the bidder sends
its payment to the auctioneer, and the interaction moves to its final and terminating state, s4.

Fig. 2. An auction scenario: the interaction model

tc 1: I only trust deadlock free interaction protocols
tc 2: As an auctioneer, I only trust the interaction if it enforces truth telling on the bidders (i.e.

bidders cannot be better off if they bid a value other than their true valuation).
tc 3: If from previous experience I know that dvds from auctioneer A are not original, then A is not

trusted in delivering good quality dvds.
tc 4: If the auctioneer A is not trusted in delivering good quality dvds, then it is not trusted in

delivering good quality cds.
tc 5: I trust agent A to take the role of the auctioneer only if it has decent ratings and holds a good

reputation, while stressing its most recent ratings.

Fig. 3. An auction scenario: the agents’ trust constraints (tc)



3 Trust Models for Multiagent Systems

3.1 Available Trust Models: an Overview

Before presenting our contextualised trust model, we start with an overview of
available trust models and mechanisms. [3] divides these models and mechanisms
into two categories (Figure 4). The first deals with trust at the individual level
and the second at the system level. As a result, the first lays the burden of
computation on the agent and the second on the system.

Individual

Level
Evolutionary & Learning Reputation Socio−Cognitive

TRUST

Level

System Trustworthy Interaction Reputation Distributed Security
Mechanisms MechanismsMechanisms

Models Models Models

Fig. 4. An overview of mas’s trust models and mechanisms [3]

Trust models on the individual level address the agent’s trust in others. In
evolutionary and learning models, agents interact with others over a period of
time, and eventually learn from their past experiences. In open systems, however,
it is hard for one agent to have enough experience with all others. In this case,
the agent may rely on others’ experiences by seeking the reputation of the agent
in question. Other models that do not rely on past experiences are the socio-
cognitive models, where trusting an agent to perform correctly relies on one’s
knowledge of the agent’s capability, willingness, persistence, or motivation.

System level trust mechanisms focus on driving agents to perform correctly,
hence preserving a certain level of trustworthiness. These may be enforced by
the interactions. For example, while a Vickrey auction encourages truth telling
on the bidders’ side, English auctions encourage truth telling on the auctioneer’s
side. Reputation mechanisms may be enforced on the system level encouraging
agents, for instance, to rate each other at the end of each interaction. Moreover,
there’s the more traditional distributed security mechanisms which deal with
identity proof, access permission, content integrity, content privacy, etc.

3.2 Proposed Trust Model: a Contextualised Model

The trust mechanisms presented above may be preferred for one scenario yet
exhaustive and even useless for another, hence the need for a contextualised trust
model. Since agents group themselves at run-time into different interactions,
we leave it to the agents to decide whether the interaction it is about to join
and the agents it will be collaborating with are trustworthy or not. To do so,
our contextualised model focuses on the agents’ dynamic trust requirements,
as opposed to the system’s fixed trust requirements. [3]’s categorisation splits



the different approaches for modelling trust into the following two levels: the
individual level and the system level, which represent the two bodies (the agents
and the system) responsible for enforcing trust. Our approach proposes a slightly
different categorisation with the following two levels: the local deontic level and
the global interaction level, which represent the constraints on the two bodies
(the agents and the interaction). The constraints here are specified by the agents
themselves. In what follows, we provide a comparison between these two trust
models.

3.3 Proposed versus Existing Trust Models: a Comparison

Figure 5 provides examples from [3]’s trust model which are mapped into our pro-
posed model. Notice that trust issues that restrict agents’ actions are modelled
on the deontic level, while those restricting the interaction are modelled on the
interaction level. For example, if there is a requirement that some agent should
be enforced to prove its identity (the Distributed Security Mechanism example of
Figure 5), then the interaction model should allow the concerned agent to send
its pgp before performing any crucial actions. This is a constraint on the inter-
action model. The concerned agent should also be capable of performing pgp
encryptions. This is a constraint on the agent’s deontic model. Furthermore,
note that while an agent might find this requirement crucial for one scenario,
the same trust requirement may become useless for another scenario, hence the
need for a contextualised trust model.

4 Trust Specification

The agents’ trust constraints could be constraints either on the interaction or on
the agents. In the latter case, the constraints could either be general constraints
on the agent or more specific constraints, such as trusting the agent in performing
a specific action. The proposed trust policy language (Figure 6) is used for
specifying such constraints. The following trust constraints provide an example
on how to specify some of the constraints of Figure 3:

trust(interaction(I), +)← tc 2
(bid(bidder, V )→ win(bidder, Pv)) ∧
(bid(bidder, B)→ win(bidder, Pb)) ∧ Pb 6= Pv ∧
Pb 6< Pv.

trust(a(auctioneer, A), +)← tc 5
rating count(a(auctioneer, A), Total) ∧ Total > 50 ∧
rating average(a(auctioneer, A), Average) ∧ Average > 0.8 ∧
rating latest(a(auctioneer, A), 15, Latest) ∧ Latest > 0.95.

tc 2 specifies that the interaction (for example, that of Figure 2) is trusted
only if the bidder cannot do any better than bidding its true valuation. This
is specified via the temporal property that states: if the bidder bids its true
valuation V , then it could win the item for the price Pv, and if it bids B, which
is different than its true valuation, then it could win the item for the price Pb,
and it is always the case that Pb can never be less than Pv (i.e. the agent cannot
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Prisoner’s Dilemma (e.g. tit−for−tat strategy).

X’s history in defecting when performing A.
Trust in agent X to perform action A relies on

Fig. 5. Mapping between [3]’s categorisation of trust and ours

Syntax:
TrustRule :: TrustSpecs [← Condition]

TrustSpecs :: trust(interaction(I), Sign) |
trust(Agent, Sign) |
trust(Agent, Sign, Action)

Agent :: a(Role, Id)
Sign :: + | −

Action :: MPA | N-MPA | TrustSpecs
MPA :: Message⇒ Agent |Message⇐ Agent

Condition, I, Role, N-MPA, Message :: Term

Semantics:

Trust rules might be constrained by additional conditions: TrustSpecs [← Condition]. The in-
teraction’s trustworthiness is modelled by trust(interaction(I), Sign), while the agent’s trust-
worthiness is modelled by trust(Agent, Sign), where + and − values of Sign are used to
model trust and distrust, respectively. Only if the agent is trustworthy, it can engage in
an interaction. Trusting or distrusting agents to perform specific actions is modelled via:
trust(Agent, Sign, Action). Actions could either be message passing actions (MPA) — such as
sending (Message⇒Agent) or receiving (Message⇐Agent) messages — or non-message passing
actions (N-MPA) — such as performing computations. Actions may also take the form of an-
other trust rule (see TrustSpecs in the Action definition). The latter supports the delegation
of trust since it permits the specification of whether an agent’s trust is to be trusted or not.

Fig. 6. Trust policy language: syntax and semantics

do any better than bidding V ). tc 2 is essentially a constraint on the interaction.
On the other hand, tc 5 specifies that the auctioneer A is trusted only if has
an acceptable number of ratings (e.g. more than 50) with at least 80% of those



being positive, going up to 95% for the latest ratings (e.g. the last 15). tc 5 is
an example of constraints on the agents, rather than the interaction.

5 Trust Verification

After specifying trust constraints, agents should then choose an appropriate
interaction protocol. This is achieved by allowing the agents to verify that the
given interaction protocol with the given set of collaborating agents does not
break any of the trust constraints. We choose model checking from amongst
other verification techniques because it provides a fully automated verification
process which could be carried out by the agents during interaction time.

The verification process starts by proving whether a property (such as tc 2)
is satisfied at the initial state of the state-space1 (such as s0 of Figure 2). If
a result is achieved, the model checker terminates with the concluded result.
Otherwise, a transition(s) is made to the next state(s) in the state-space2. The
property is then verified against the new state(s), and so on. (Since the technical
details and the operational semantics of the model checker have already been
covered in detail by [2] and [1], we do not repeat this here.)

6 Conclusion

While traditional approaches deal with fixed trust models, this paper proposes
a more dynamic approach for trust. Our contextualised model is based on the
view that different scenarios, with different collaborating agents, require different
approaches for dealing with trust. Moreover, due to our belief that there should
be no centralised trust control (Section 2), we leave the decision for selecting
the most suitable trust mechanism(s) for the agents. Each agent would specify
their own trust constraints for a given scenario (and a given set of collaborating
agents) via the trust policy language provided by Section 4. We also show that
agents are then capable of verifying (via the model checker of [1]) whether their
trust constraints will be broken when engaged in the given scenario.
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